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Cross-Border Expertise
Organizations involved in cross-border matters encounter many challenges

 We deliver end-to-end data collection services, chain of custody tracking, and expert testimony regarding collections

 Our advanced processing tools handle the challenges of multi-language content, resulting in review-ready documents 

 Our primary international data center supports in-country processing, hosting and document review
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70+
Offices, Data Centers & Review 
Facilities around the world

By the Numbers

2,500+
Team members, including 
eDiscovery, cybersecurity, data 
forensics & compliance risk 
assessment experts

• ESI collection 
compliant with global 
data privacy laws

• Handle eDiscovery in 
31+ languages

• Conquer language 
barriers with native 
language reviewers

• Innovative analytics 
reduce review costs

Key Benefits

31+

3,000+

Languages covered in 
Review Projects Globally

Seats of Reviewer Capacity 

consilio.com
Global Leader in Legal Consulting and Services

Meet the challenges of cross-border review

Collecting, analyzing, and reviewing large data volumes in response to litigation or regulatory inquiries 
requires organizations to navigate a complex web of global regulations, business practices, and 
technologies. Consilio offers extensive experience in planning & consulting, project management, and non-
English language review for cross-border and multilanguage eDiscovery.

Compliance with Data Privacy Laws

Organizations involved in cross-border matters must assess where custodians and data sources are 
located, and whether (and under what circumstances) the data can be moved from that territory. In the 
EU, for example, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) places strict limitations on the export of 
personal data from EU member states to certain countries, including the U.S. Other nations across the 
globe also have data privacy laws protecting personal data—including names, email addresses, account 
numbers and other individual identifiers—outside of their borders. Similarly, blocking statutes in some 
jurisdictions prevent organizations from transferring information across borders to respond to U.S. 
discovery requests.

Consilio global consultants bring their expertise in navigating these privacy laws, and work closely 
with clients and counsel—in the U.S. and locally in the international jurisdiction—to develop eDiscovery 
strategies that respect data privacy principles. 

Global ESI Collection

Consilio delivers end-to-end data collection services, chain of custody tracking, and expert testimony 
regarding collections. From the outset of the project, we assist with:

• Custodian interviews

• Data mapping

• Chain of custody management and tracking

• Forensic investigations and collections

• Cost-effective onsite, remote, or 
self-collection options 

http://consilio.com


Multilanguage ESI Processing and Analytics

Global eDiscovery data sets often contain content in multiple languages—even multiple languages within 
a single email string. Our advanced processing tools handle the challenges of multilanguage content, 
resulting in review-ready documents. Services include:

• Language identification

• Processing of Unicode and Non-Unicode character encoded content

• Processing of multibyte languages, such as Russian, Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Korean

• Deduplication and metadata extraction

• Full-text searching and data filtering capabilities

• Smart analytics to automate routine tasks, leverage machine learning, and gain insights into the 
data, including:

• Predictive Coding/TAR

• Smart Assignment – Continuous Active Learning

Skilled Native Language Reviewers

Consilio deploys state of the art review tools with tailored productivity processes and powerful 
applications to rapidly organize facts and track review progress.

• Integrated Review Manager and dashboards will enable accurate tracking of reviewer performance 
with easy to understand graphs and charts.

• Advanced redaction tools include native redaction, propagation of redactions.

• Automated privilege log generation eliminates hours of effort.

Review Enhancements

Consilio’s primary international data center is located in Paris, France. We support in-country processing, 
hosting and document review.

International Locations

Consilio is trusted by leading global corporations, law firms, and government organizations to handle 
large and complex cross-border cases. Our experience includes:

• Major litigation for pharmaceutical industry clients in France and Germany

• Onsite review management in Asia, Europe, and North America

• State secrets reviews in mainland China
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Ready to Learn More?   
Visit consilio.com or email info@consilio.com
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